New at Vienna Airport: Aviation company SPARFELL relocates to new offices at
the General Aviation Terminal
Press Release
Geneva, 3rd October 2022
SPARFELL’s Austrian entity – SPARFELL Luftfahrt GmbH - has finally moved its offices to
the General Aviation Terminal in Vienna: Niki Lauda Allee 1, 1300, Vienna Airport. This brings
the international aviation company closer to its customers and is an important step toward
its expansion in Austria. The General Aviation Terminal at Vienna International Airport is an
independent and exclusive departure building on the western side of the airport grounds and
is available for private flights and VIP services. With SPARFELL moving in, the office space
in the General Aviation Terminal is now fully utilised.
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"SPARFELL is an important player with significant growth potential in the general aviation
market, and we are therefore very pleased with the decision to operate the Austrian
headquarters directly at our location. Vienna Airport offers high service quality and state-ofthe-art office space in an exclusive ambience in the General Aviation Terminal. With this
move, the office space in the General Aviation Terminal is fully utilised," said Michael Zach
and Christoph Schmidt, Managing Directors of Vienna Aircraft Handling GmbH.
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Part of SPARFELL Aviation Group, the offices have undergone a renovation prior to the
move-in to create an on-brand and welcoming environment for clients and employees alike.
Moreover, the larger and ideally located offices accommodate the recent and projected
growth of the entity in terms of aircraft under management, activity levels, and employees.
A special thought goes to the name of the new office location: Niki Lauda Allee 1. With Niki
Lauda playing a major role in the heritage of SPARFELL Luftfahrt GmbH, it is a unique honour
for SPARFELL.

SPARFELL Luftfahrt GmbH – a spectrum of solutions in business aviation
SPARFELL remains one of the few privately held, family-managed companies operating in
business aviation. It is one of the few companies worldwide that offers such a wide selection
of services under one roof to ultimately better serve its customers: aircraft charter, aircraft
management and aircraft trading. With expertise in all aircraft types, whatever a client’s need
is in aviation, SPARFELL offers advice from A to Z and beyond.
The standards and principles that SPARFELL enforces when providing its expertise in aircraft
are also applied to other domains that SPARFELL ventures into. The company also offers
travel and concierge, yacht management, and property and luxury asset management
services. More information at www.sparfell.aero
VIP & General Aviation Terminal at Vienna Airport
The VIP & General Aviation Terminal is an exclusive and independent departure building
located in the immediate vicinity of the airport and the city of Vienna. In addition to VIP and
business services, it offers aircraft handling services and meeting facilities. The VIP & General
Aviation Terminal has been held in high esteem by guests from all over the world for many
years. Further information at www.vah.at
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